
Amber is one of the fastest growing energy companies in Australia.



The Amber model is a cheaper way to buy power, while driving demand for renewables. 
Customers in SA are already saving on average $349 per year, compared to the default 
market price.				



Amber gives your household access to the real-time wholesale price of electricity, without 
any retail markup. Renewables are now the cheapest form of power in Australia, so now 
you pay less for power at times when cheap renewables are generating (and skip the 
retail markup).			



Amber also pays out the true wholesale energy price for power that is exported to the 
grid from your solar and battery system. Most battery owners use power from the grid 
mainly at off-peak times, such as overnight or early in the morning. This is when the 
wholesale price is typically at its cheapest, due to low demand and cheap wind power in 
the grid. Therefore, Amber is already the cheapest way to buy power for most battery 
owners. 
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Join Amber + SmartShift™ Beta

Have more questions? Email the Amber team at: smartshift@amberelectric.com.au


https://www.amberelectric.com.au/smartshift/beta


Introducing SmartShift™ - Ambers innovative technology that makes your home devices more 
intelligent by automatically running them at times when energy is cheaper and greener.					



Some household appliances, like electric hot water systems, pool pumps and home batteries 
have flexibility in the times that they use power from the grid (or when they charge and 
discharge power in the case of home batteries) while still providing their full service to you. It’s 
better for your wallet and for the planet!



For home battery owners, Ambers integration creates more value for your battery by 
automating it based on the wholesale energy price you receive through Amber. Their 
SmartShift™ technology is designed to minimise your electricity costs and maximise the value 
of your exported energy.

WHAT IF YOUR BATTERY 

COULD RUN ON AUTOPILOT?

SmartShift™  is proudly 
supported by the SA 
Government's Demand 
Management Trials Program, 
and their support allows 
Amber to offer 12 months of 
free access for Beta 
participants.	
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If you join Amber in summer - you'd be joining during the highest FiT season. A few times every 
summer the wholesale price of electricity goes through the roof. Your solar will help you avoid 
paying higher than normal prices during these times. It’s also at these times that your FiT can 
skyrocket and many customers with solar can earn a Feed-in Tariff of up to $16/kWh during 
peak demand hours.



Taking advantage of wholesale pricing means Ambers battery optimisation focuses on two key 
areas:	









Our SmartShift™ technology is currently compatible with two battery setups (more coming 
soon): Tesla Powerwall and LG RESU10H with Solar Edge Inverter.



Don’t have an eligible battery?

Even if your battery isn’t supported right now Amber will be integrating more home batteries 
with SmartShift™ as quickly as possible. They’ll prioritise integration with the home batteries 
most commonly owned by customers, so register and let them know what you’ve got. 

Optimising the battery to  discharge when wholesale prices are at their highest to 
maximise the FiT and ensure you only buy power from the grid when wholesale 
energy prices are low.

Optimising the battery to charge from the grid when wholesale prices are negative 
due to excess renewables in the grid  - essentially, get paid to charge your battery. 
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SMARTSHIFT ™

FOR BATTERY OWNERS

$400/yrSave up to  on your 
energy bills with Amber’s 
SmartShift ™ program.
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